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The network provides information on the importance of alternative splicing to human health
and disease to the general public and schools. Thanks to the network members, numerous
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Splicing – the sp(l)ice of life
How do we get protein products from genes?
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The genetic information of every known organism is stored in long chains of DNA
(deoxyribonucleic-acid) molecules. The functional units of the genome are genes, which are
arranged in succession on the DNA strands. Usually one gene codes for one protein so the
sequence of the DNA (gene) determines the sequence of amino acids of that specific protein.
However, the information stored in the DNA cannot be translated into proteins directly;
instead, the DNA serves as a template which is copied into RNA (ribonucleic-acid) molecules.
This process is called transcription. The product, the messenger-RNA (mRNA) is recognised
by a big cellular machine – the ribosome – which is able to decipher the information
encoded by the RNA and translate it into a sequence of amino acids that forms the protein
molecule. This process is termed translation.
But now it gets a little more complicated…

Most genes are made up of pieces of DNA which code for proteins (exons) and pieces which
don’t (introns). After transcription the introns must be removed from the mRNA and the
exons have to be joined together (this is where ‘splicing’ comes into it). After these steps,
the mature mRNA is transported to the cytoplasm where protein production proceeds
(translation).

Humans produce around 150,000 different proteins from their 25,000 – 30,000 genes. They
do this by alternative splicing (AS). Alternative splicing means, that during the RNA splicing
event different combinations of exons can be joined together to create a diverse array of
mRNAs from a single gene such that one gene can actually make more than one protein and
sometimes even hundreds of proteins.
More than 70% of the human intron containing genes are alternatively spliced. This
explains the fact that the relatively small number of 25,000 genes can lead to production
of over 100,000 of proteins. Alternative splicing is involved in all aspects of our growth and
development and how
w our bodies work.
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• Information for the general public and schools on the importance of alternative splicing
to human health and disease.
DNA

RNA
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• Providing a website with educational material.
• Wide distribution of pamphlets, booklets and articles in popular science and the general
press.

Establishment of a Gene-Puzzle to explain “Alternative Splicing” to the general public –
a “2 WAYS” project & The “European researchers’ night in Vienna”....................................................................................
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Editorial
Dear EURASNET members!
The year draws to a close, snow is falling and Christmas is coming very soon –
I hope you will have a white Christmas in your living place too!
However, we proudly present the EURASNET newsletter – it’s the third time
that it appears since EURASNET has started. As usual, a lot of things have
happened in the last half year. Many meetings and workshops took place to
present the activities of EURASNET and moreover to clarify that Alternative
splicing is essential for human health and diseases. EURASNET events occurred, like for example the “Workshop on Alternative Splicing and Disease”
in Montpellier (20th till 25th of July), the “French workshop on RNA splicing and genetic diseases” in Paris (1st till 2nd of October), the EURASNET
Workshop “Splicing in Cell Biology” in Lisbon (5th till 6th of October) and the
‘RNA-protein interactions in pre-mRNA splicing’ EURASNET practical course” in
Barcelona (20th till 24th of July).

Franziska Werba

As usual we will give you insight in a couple of past EURASNET meetings/workshops in terms
of summaries from participants and organizers. In addition we published four reports of students which participated in the EURASNET exchange program and wrote about their experiences in this newsletter.
Moreover we edited articles about the “2 WAYS” project, which is supported by the European
Union and carried out by “Dialog Gentechnik” in Vienna and by the “Catalonian Foundation
for Research and Development” in Spain.
Another highlighting event took place at the “Rinderhallen St. Marx” in Vienna – the
“European researchers’ night”.
You will find out more about all those breaking news in this newsletter.
Enjoy reading!
Merry Christmas and a happy New Year!
Yours

Franziska Werba
Public scientific officer
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The Network
EURASNET, the European Alternative Splicing Network of Excellence aims to understand the
link between alternative splicing and human health and disease. The EURASNET brought
together 30 groups in the field of alternative splicing in the beginning of the year 2006 and
additional ten young investigators joined the network in the following two years.

The main project objectives set out to be reached are:
•

To carry out an ambitious research programme to increase the understanding and knowledge of alternative splicing at the molecular, cellular and organismal level.

•

To ensure the exchange of information, procedures, reagents and personnel by creating a
network structure, involving all EURASNET members.

•

To support ten young investigators to join EURASNET and establish new research groups.

•

To raise awareness of EURASNET and the importance of alternative splicing among the
RNA community in Europe and to bring an understanding of alternative splicing to medical practitioners, policy makers and the general public.

At the time of writing, it is clear EURASNET functions exceptionally well as a network.
Importantly, the network has catalysed multiple interactions among groups with different
expertise and has considerable scientific success with many novel discoveries and high profile publications. This generates the fundamental knowledge of alternative splicing which
forms the basis of application in medicine and the expanding contacts and interactions with
clinicians and diagnosticians reflects the effort of the network in this area.

Major successes of the network are:
•

Training of students and scientists in this area of research with many workshops, national
and international meetings organised by EURASNET.

•

Raising the awareness of the need for alternative splicing research and bringing scientists
together with clinicians and diagnosticians.

•

Information for the general public and schools on the importance of alternative splicing
to human health and disease.

•

Providing a website with educational material.

•

Wide distribution of pamphlets, booklets and articles in popular science and the general
press.
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Splicing Connects
The term ‘splice‘ refers to the connection of two or more pieces of any linear material. Its
most common usage is in mariner’s language for connecting the endings of a rope and is
also used to describe the joining of audio tape or film.
In genetics the term splicing is used for the connection of two ends of parts of an RNA
molecule that is derived from a gene, to give the final molecule of messenger RNA that is
further translated into a protein.

For further
information on this
topic, please visit
the EURASNET
webpage:
www.eurasnet.info

Splicing – the sp(l)ice of life
How do we get protein products from genes?
The genetic information of every known organism is stored in long chains of DNA (deoxyribonucleic-acid) molecules. The functional units of the genome are genes, which are arranged
in succession on the DNA strands. Usually one gene codes for one protein so the sequence
of the DNA (gene) determines the sequence of amino acids of that specific protein. However,
the information stored in the DNA cannot be translated into proteins directly; instead, the
DNA serves as a template which is copied into RNA (ribonucleic-acid) molecules. This process
is called transcription. The product, the messenger-RNA (mRNA) is recognised by a big cellular machine – the ribosome – which is able to decipher the information encoded by the RNA
and translate it into a sequence of amino acids that forms the protein molecule. This process
is termed translation.

But now it gets a little more complicated…
Most genes are made up of pieces of DNA which code for proteins (exons) and pieces which
don’t (introns). After transcription the introns must be removed from the mRNA and the
exons have to be joined together (this is where ‘splicing’ comes into it). After these steps,
the mature mRNA is transported to the cytoplasm where protein production proceeds
(translation).
Humans produce around 150,000 different proteins from their 25,000 – 30,000 genes. They
do this by alternative splicing (AS). Alternative splicing means, that during the RNA splicing
event different combinations of exons can be joined together to create a diverse array of
mRNAs from a single gene such that one gene can actually make more than one protein and
sometimes even hundreds of proteins.
More than 70% of the human intron containing genes are alternatively spliced. This explains
the fact that the relatively small number of 25,000 genes can lead to production of over
100,000 of proteins. Alternative splicing is involved in all aspects of our growth and development and how our bodies work.
Transcription
&
Splicing

DNA

Translation

RNA
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Protein

NEWS section
New papers
•

The molecular links between TDP-43 dysfunction and neurodegeneration.
2009. Buratti, E., Baralle, F.E. Adv. Genet. 66, 1-34.

•

Mutation within TARDBP leads to Frontotemporal Dementia without motor
neuron disease. 2009. Borroni, B., Bonvicini, C., Alberici, A., Buratti, E., Agosti, C.,
Archetti, S., Papetti, A., Stuani, C., Di Luca, M., Gennarelli, M., Padovani, A. Hum. Mutat.
30(11):E974-83.

•

Correction of tau mis-splicing caused by FTDP-17 MAPT mutations by spliceosomemediated RNA trans-splicing. Rodriguez-Martin, T., Anthony, K., Garcia-Blanco, M.A.,
Mansfield, S.G., Anderton, B.H. and Gallo, J.-M. Human Molecular Genetics 18, 3266-3273.

Merry Christmas and a happy new Year!
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Establishment of a Gene-Puzzle to explain “Alternative
Splicing” to the general public – a “2 WAYS” project
& The “European researchers’ night in Vienna”
The “GENE- PUZZLE” project was partially funded by the “2 WAYS” project, which gives the
possibility to EUSCEA members to add festivals or special science events to give more visibility to local or national governments and parliaments, to know more about the impact which
the events had on visitors and to connect with other members and with modern science
projects.

Author:

Stefan Grünert &
Franziska Werba

At the researchers’ night in the “Rinderhallen” in Vienna different stations dealt with the topics
“Alternative Splicing” and “EURASNET”. The event was organized by “Dialog Gentechnik” and
supported by “2 WAYS”. The principles of splicing were presented with an “intron-exon-puzzle”, which allowed participants to build different sentences from a set of words. Comparable
to pearls on a string, items representing exons and introns have been placed on a cord,
exemplifying the pre-mRNA. While introns were made from tubing, exons were made from
foamed rubber stamps (“moosgummi”) with letters or words. The exons had junctions at each
end (representing splice sites), by which they could be connected with each other to create a
message i.e. make a sentence, representing the mature mRNA with the introns spliced out. The
3-dimensional structure of the exons served as a stamp and allowed the message to be printed
(translated) on a sheet of paper which participants could take home.
Different “strings” representing distinct pre-mRNAs have been created, which facilitated the
explanation of different regulatory uses for splicing i.e. alternative splicing. The remit was
to explain the fact that one pre-mRNA can produce several distinct messages with different
meanings (i.e. the string I -  - - NY can produce: I  NY; I  NY, while the string
I - - NY – VIENNA can produce I  NY and I  VIENNA).

pre-mRNA

Message

NY

I

I

NY

I
NY

Mirrow

Protein
(Print)

I

I

NY

VIENNA

The GENE-Puzzle:
How it is working

Splicing should be “done” according to a template with the information which exons to connect. Participants could either “splice or translate” on their own or at the event enter into a
competition with other participants to complete a set of correct proteins first.
Information material (poster, folder) was presented on site. This provided information
about alternative splicing, examples and its relevance for biology (e.g. sex determination in
Drosophila, sensory cells in the ear, alternative splicing and cancer, etc.). The participating
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scientists explained scientific examples, where splicing plays an essential
role in the regulation of gene expression. They raised awareness for the fact
that regulation of alternative splicing is an important aspect and that this
aspect is subject of intense research.
Other stations at the researchers’ night with hands-on activities have been
for example:
“Gefahr durch Mikroorganismen” (Danger by microorganism),
“Strukturen in der Natur” (Structures in nature)
“DNA Isolierung“ (DNA isolation)
At the “DNA Isolierung“-station you could gain an insight into the ways of
DNA isolation of fruits and vegetables. Or you could build a DNA model. At
the “Strukturen in der Natur”-station scientists explained how “big are molecules”, “what structures do they have”, “how can you change them”, “how
can you see them” and much more. There have been several other stations
at this event such as the EU booth where EURASNET pamphlets have been
available to highlight the work of the project and its members.
Another highlight at the event was the “paint your PhD” competition.
Students could paint their PhD, a winner was voted by the visitors and
moreover the pictures have been auctioned. The proceeds have been donated to the “St. Anna Kinderkrebsforschung” (Cancer research for children).
If you got curios about the researchers’ night just visit www.forschenistkunst.at.
All together it was a fabulous event and the response of the visitors and the
organizers was very positive.

The GENE-Puzzle-Station at the European
Researchers’ Night in Vienna

Margit Fischer, the First Lady of Austria, visited
the GENE-Puzzle-Station
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Reports on EURASNET MEETINGS 2009
RNA splicing meets genetic testing: report on the Eurasnet workshop
on “Splicing and genetic diseases” held in Paris
A workshop on “Splicing and genetic diseases” was recently organized in Paris, 1st and 2nd
October 2009 by Dr. Mario Tosi, Rouen, France and Dr. Diana Baralle, Southampton. This
workshop brought together the worlds of clinical molecular geneticists and basic researchers working on alternative splicing.
The identification and analysis of sequence variants causing disease through aberrant
splicing was the major objective of this work. A large fraction of the numerous unclassified
variants (UVs) found in genetic diagnostic testing could in fact influence RNA splicing. The
conference discussed examples of UVs detected in molecular diagnostic activities of several genes involved in mendelian diseases, such as Neurofibromatosis type 1 and Tuberous
sclerosis (Diana Baralle), Spinal muscular atrophy (Alexandra Martins, Rouen), susceptibility
to Breast/ovarian cancers (Claude Houdayer, Paris; Sylvie Mazoyer, Lyon; Mario Tosi, Rouen),
hereditary colon cancers (Mario Tosi), Usher syndrome and Duchenne and Becker muscular
dystrophy (Sylvie Tuffery-Giraud, Montpellier), and Cystic fibrosis (Abdel Aissad and Pascale
Fanen, Créteil, France). The examples showed that the effect of mutations within the splice
sites can be accurately predicted. However, predicting the possible effects on splicing of
UVs located at deep intronic positions or at internal positions in exons can be very difficult.
Exonic UVs can affect splicing regulatory elements and induce splicing defects instead of,
or in addition to, producing functionally relevant protein changes. It is therefore currently
not possible to set general guidelines for the prediction of the effects of UVs on splicing and
functional assays are necessary to validate bioinformatic predictions and to improve the software programs.
To rapidly test mutations in vivo, Stefan Stamm (Lexington, Kentucky) described a highthroughput cloning method for splicing reporters. This method circumvents the need of
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Organisers:

Diana Baralle and
Mario Tosi, 1st and
2nd October 2009,
Paris

Author:

Diana Baralle

suitable restriction sites and permits the functional analysis of
sequence segments ranging from small exons to large gene
portions or entire genes. Stefan Stamm also described screening methods and rational design for developing substances that
change splice site selection and could be used in therapies based
on the somatic correction of splicing defects. Clinical geneticists
would greatly benefit from the development of criteria for the
classification of UVs, including those that may affect splicing.
Sean Tavtigian (Lyon, France and Salt Lake City, USA) discussed
statistical methods used to combine data across different data
types in order to obtain an integrated posterior probability that a
variant is pathogenic. Work in progress shows that it should soon
be possible to integrate predictions of splice site changes into
the calculation of these posterior probabilities. However, it will be
difficult to account for exonic variants in general, because they
cannot be predicted accurately by current algorithms.
Didier Auboeuf (Lyon, France) discussed multiple changes of
alternative splicing in tumor progression that can be detected by
exon array analyses. This work identified alternative exons associated with metastatic potential in a murine model of mammary
tumours. Moreover, a set of alternative splicing events identified
in this model system was shown to have prognostic value in
breast cancer patients. The conference closed with a bioinformatics component, where analysis software for human mutations
was presented (André Blavier, Interactive Biosoftware, Rouen;
François-Olivier Desmet and Christophe Béroud, Montpellier).
The conference showed that tight, cooperative interaction between clinical geneticists and molecular biologists working on
splicing has mutual benefits. Both worlds can learn from each
other: each human mutation that gives a phenotype is an “experiment of nature” that shows how splicing is regulated. Conversely,
basic research on splicing can help by predicting whether mutations have an effect on splicing and therefore give insight into
disease pathology.
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Spreading excellence and networking in Montpellier –
Workshop on Alternative Splicing and Disease
Early morning at the 20th of July 2009, scientists from different countries met at the
University Montpellier to attend to an unusual event – Symposium on Alternative Splicing
and Disease. Topics of 14 exciting lectures ranged from basic research, through splicing
defects in human diseases to diagnostic and clinical applications. This inspiriting and busy
day was excellent introduction in alternative splicing and its connections to diseases. For 26
students and 7 instructors it was “only” warm up, before a week long hands on workshop.
In brief experiments included: Transfection and analysis of reporter genes in vivo (Jamal
Tazi), fast cloning of splicing reporter minigenes (Stefan Stamm, Amit Khanna), study
of alternative splicing using bioinformatics tools and splice array analysis (Pierre de la
Grange), screening for splicing modulators (Peter Stoilov), visualization of ASF/SF2 at
the transcription site of an HIV-1 reporter gene (Stephanie Boireau), modified in vivo RNA:
Protein cross linking and immuno precipitation (Branislav Kusenda). Several students worked
extra hours to generate minigenes for their own experiments.
Scientific discussions, socializing and networking continued during coffee breaks and lunch
times as well. Last evening was also a chance to enjoy that we were in France – vine festival
with traditional food and music in historical city center of Montpellier. After very intensive
week we reached the last day of the workshop which was dedicated to reviewing and
discussing results from all experiments.
In short it was unique opportunity to share ideas and expand knowledge and skills in field
of alternative splicing, its connections to diseases and possible future diagnostic tools and
therapies…
Thanks a lot to Stefan Stamm, Jamal Tazi and their teams for organizing this excellent
workshop!

Group photo of participants and instructors at the end of workshop
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Student Exchanges within the Network
Assad Alhaboub carried out research in Strasbourg
I am Assad Alhaboub, a PhD student in the lab of Prof. Schümperli in the IZB, Bern,
Switzerland. Research in our lab is focused in themes that address both the biology and
the therapeutic applications of RNA. Within these themes we have a particular interest
in studying the molecular machinery responsible for the formation of the unique 3’end
of histone mRNAs and in understanding how the regulation at this level could influence the progression of cells through the cell cycle. One approach to experimentally
study this regulation is via the utilization of highly active nuclear extracts in pure in
vitro systems, a practice that was unfortunately lost from our lab before I joined the
group. I visited the lab of James Stevenin in the department of functional genomics at
IGBMC, Strasbourg to learn how to prepare large-scale nuclear extracts.
The training I received in Strasbourg was so valuable due to the fact that James
Stevenin himself not only supervised but also kindly performed the first experiments
and then closely administered my work throughout the training period. The training
was also successful due to the skilful assistance from Liliane Kister, to whom I am immensely grateful. I should also mention the help I friendly got from Natacha Dreumont
and the other master students in the neighbouring labs.
During my training period I stayed in the guesthouse of the institute, which was both
comfortable and close to the lab. I was lucky enough to visit the famous Christmas market of Strasbourg and it was also a great opportunity to catch up with a previous colleague mine whom, in one calm evening showed me around the old city of Strasbourg.
I quite enjoyed and benefited from my stay in Strasbourg, it wouldn’t have been possible without EURASNET!
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Assad Alhaboub

Dorota’s trip – from Poland to Scotland
We were visiting Scottish Crop Research Institute in September this year and
spent there two weeks. The aim of our visit was to analyze alternative splicing
profile of Arabidopsis thaliana gene transcripts in different mutants in John
Brown’s laboratory. The lab has very pleasant climate and the members are
very nice and helpful. We had no problems with using their equipment and we
managed to perform all analysis in time.
Besides work we also had time to see a lot of beautiful places in Scotland. We still
remember our trip to Glamis Castle - the childhood home of Queen Mother and
the place where Princess Margaret was born. Glamis Castle is one of the most
haunted British castles and many legends about ghosts and monsters that still
living there made the trip very exciting.
Another very attractive journey was spinning round the green hills and purple
heath of the Scottish highland with Craig Simpson. That time we really believed
that Scotland is one of the most beautiful places to live! Moreover, we also visited
the smallest Scottish whiskey distillery Edradour and we got to know a lot of
whisky and its production - thanks Craig! We appreciate it!
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Yamile’s Stay in Hinxton
(EBI) to learn Bioinformatics of Alternative Splicing
My name is Yamile Marquez and I am currently doing my PhD in Andrea Barta’s
lab. I am from Mexico and few months ago I moved to Vienna, to make my PhD.
In few words, my project is to quantify and discover alternative splicing (AS)
events using high-throughput sequencing (HTS) in the plant model Arabidopsis
thaliana.
After three months in Vienna, I was starting to feel comfortable and getting used
to a new culture, language, food and so on, when Dr. Andrea told me that I have
to go to Hinxton, UK to train myself in annotation of AS using HTS in the EBI
(European Bioinformatic Institute) with Dr. Gautier Koscielny. In that moment I
had so many thoughts in my mind, like: “I will learn so much, I will get to know a
new city and a new institute”, although I have to adapt to new cultural aspects at
least in England speak English, so I will be able to understand more than here in
Vienna.
Finally the day to depart to England arrived. I stayed in a little house in
Cambridge, which is a city close to Hinxton. At next day I took a bus for the
Institute and 30 minutes later, there it was, the Genome campus (Welcome Trust
Sanger Institute and the EBI), with nice and modern buildings surrounded by
beautiful green areas. I got to the reception of EBI and asked for Dr. Koscielny
who is now working in the annotation of AS in mosquito. First, Dr. Koscielny introduced me to people in his office: Daniel Lawson, Karyn Megy and Rhoda Kisella,
who were very supportive and nice people during my stay. Then he introduced
me to people who are working in different bioinformatic and interesting projects,
like the Ensembl genomes. For me, it was so exciting to meet the people who
develop many of the bioinformatic tools that I constantly use.
In the EBI everything is very different from what I am used to - all the bioinformatics - instead of seeing wet labs you see computers, keyboards and people trying
to throw their computers instead of their samples. Moreover it was very funny,
that during lunch people talked about new software or powerful computers instead of new techniques or lab experiments. It was very enjoyable to listen to the
talks and the discussions in the EBI, where students and group leaders share their
work about improved genome annotation or more user-friendly web interfaces,
it was such a nice experience, to see the different perspectives that people use to
attack biological questions.
I want to thank Dr. Gautier, for spending his time and patience in teaching me
tools for the annotation of AS events and for fruitful discussions which will be
very useful for my ongoing project. I think that collaboration and communication
between scientists is the way to succeed in a scientific project.
Besides all the good experiences in EBI, I also had the opportunity to visit Cambridge.
Despite the continuous raining, Cambridge is a really enjoyable town, with the beautiful
University Colleges, which make you feel like in the middle of a “Harry Potter” scene, without
forget mentioning the excitement of being in the city where many of the most important
scientists develop their ideas, like Charles Darwin and Isaac Newton.
I hope, that I will have more opportunities, like this one, to meet more scientists and students
to continuously enriching my scientific vision, in the near future.
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EURASNET- International
Buenos Aires
My name is Mariano Alló, I am a PhD student from Dr. Alberto Kornblihtt‘s Lab at Buenos
Aires University. Our group has been working on the regulation of alternative splicing for
many years. My work was born in the convergence of three different (although related) areas,
i.e., alternative splicing, chromatin structure and the novel RNA interference field. We have
found that small RNAs (siRNAs) directed against intronic regions near an alternative splicing
event could affect the chromatin state creating a more compact structure at the target region. This in turn inhibits Pol II elongation and affects alternative splicing decisions.
We are particularly interested in the potential physiological role of siRNAs affecting alternative splicing. We have focused our hard work in the search of endogenous small RNAs that could be involved in this mechanism. To do that, I have
traveled from Argentina to Spain in July and I‘ve worked in collaboration with
Dr. Juan Valcarcel and Dr. Eduardo Eyras for three months at Centre for Genomic
Regulation (CRG) in Barcelona. „En tierras catalanas“ we have performed ChIP-seq
experiments against key players of our process, taking advantage of this technology (non available in our country) and the previous experience of the host institute. This exchange within EURASNET network was a very enriching experience
for me, not only at the molecular biology level, but also because I learnt lots of
bioinformatics! I had no previous experience in deep sequencing analysis and the
use of different bioinformatic tools. Moreover, the people in the lab were very,
very kind to me, and this was another layer of the enriching „experience level“.
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Forthcoming Meetings
Swiss RNA Workshop
Meeting Location:

Bern, Switzerland

Meeting Date:

January 15, 2010

Organisers:

Angela Krämer, Oliver Mühlemann and Daniel Schümperli

EURASNET Annual Reporting Meeting 2010
Meeting Location:

Lisboa, Portugal

Meeting date:

March 1-4, 2010

Organizers:

Maria Carmo-Fonseca, Davide Gabellini and Jean Beggs

Coordinator:

Reinhard Lührmann
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EURASNET HEADS
In each issue of the EURASNET newsletter we will introduce eight of the
network laboratory heads.

Bertrand Séraphin
Bertrand investigates the assembly of stable and dynamic protein complexes in splicing
regulation. One participant in the play of early intron recognition is the U1 snRNP. He
recently discovered, so-called RES complex also affects alternative splice site choice. The
functional and structural characterization of the protein assemblies in early splicing is
underway in Bertrand´s lab. Furthermore the role of RNA decay pathways in alternative
splicing is of major interest for Bertrand and his research group.

Alberto R. Kornblihtt
The main emphasis of Alberto´s research is placed on the mechanisms that couple the
machineries performing splicing and transcription. The regulation of alternative premRNA splicing involving coupling of transcription and splicing and co-ordination of
alternative splicing events is characterized as well as changes in the rate of transcriptional
elongation are observed. Those changes affect alternative splicing and contribute to the
generation of multiple protein variants from one single gene.

Angela Krämer
Angela´s interest lies in the investigation of splicing proteins that function in 3´splice
site definition at the onset of spliceosome assembly. SF1 is a human splicing factor that
is essential for the viability of cells. Regulation of SF1 activity and its role in pre-mRNA
processing of selected RNA targets are studied in HeLa cells. Furthermore the expression
and function of various SF1 isoforms are examined since the SF1 pre-mRNA itself is extensively alternatively spliced.

Giuseppe Biamonti
Alternative splicing and the deregulation of this mechanism are known to play an important role in tumor progression. Guiseppe and his group are trying to control pre-mRNA
splicing by redirecting the sub-cellular distribution of splicing factors. The model they are
using for this purpose is the Ron gene that encodes a member of the scatter factor family.
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Glaucho P. Tocchini-Valentini
Splicing can, additionally to spliceosomal splicing, occur without the presence of the
spliceosome – this process is then termed nonspliceosomal splicing. The tRNA endonuclease from Methanococcus jannaschij is able to perform this reaction: it can cleave RNAs
forming specific bulge-helix-bulge structures recognized by the enzyme. The resulting
cleavage products are subsequently joined together by an endogenous ligase. Glauco is
studying this endonuclease using it in mouse cells and mice.

Javier F. Caceres
Trans-acting factors involved in the regulation of alternative splicing as well as the different roles of SR proteins on post-transcriptional regulation of expression are the main
points of interest of the research in Javier´s group. The molar ratio of SR proteins may
influence different modes of alternative splicing and they may represent a mechanism for
tissue-specific developmental regulation of gene expression.

James Stévenin
James contributed to the understanding of how alternative splicing is regulated on the
molecular level over years. His main interest lies in the function of SR proteins and hnRNP
proteins as well as other RNA-binding proteins. In detail, he has characterized the RNAbinding specificity of the SR proteins 9G8, SRp20 and SC35 and analyzed how this is correlated with their properties of splicing activators. The second part of James´ work engages
the molecular mechanisms at the basis of myotonic dystrophy, a genetic disease caused
by the expansion of CUG repeats and alterations of splicing.

Albrecht Bindereif
mRNA splicing in mammals is the main objective of Albrecht´s work, in particular, the regulation of alternative splicing by intronic regulatory elements is investigated. Specific RNA
elements, more precisely CA-rich sequences, have been uncovered as splicing enhancer
or silencers, regulating the efficiency of the splicing reaction or choice of the splice site in
alternative splicing.
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Didier Auboeuf
Gene expression in general and the step of alternative
splicing in particular leads to the synthesis of different
protein isoforms. Didier could show that transcriptional
stimuli like steroid hormones can control splicing by
recruiting coregulators. Tumor cells might also use alternative splicing to increase their protein repertoires.
Development of new therapeutic strategies to block
tumor progression might be possible by generating
splice variants having anti-tumor properties.

Didier and Davide
are two Young
Investigators
who joined the
EURASNET network
in 2007.

Davide Gabellini
FSHD is the third most important hereditary disease of
muscle. This disease is used as a paradigm to study the
characterization of the molecular mechanisms of tissuespecific alternative splicing by Davide´s research group.
The mechanisms underlying the tissue-specificity are
delineated and the epigenetic alteration causing transcriptional de-repression of selective genes is studied.

Andrea Barta work package leader “Public Understanding in Science”.
John Brown work package leader “Reachout to the Broader RNA Community“.
Franziska Werba Public scientific officer.
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